Energy Management
Planning and Conservation

Let OCWA help you address your Energy Planning and
Conservation needs.
A municipality’s greatest energy demand can often come from its water and wastewater
systems. Our team of experts is experienced and available to assess all your municipal assets
including arenas, municipal offices, and buildings.
The two Energy Management Initiatives you should be aware of:
1) Ontario Regulation 397/11
2) Ontario Power Authority (OPA) Conservation Fund

Ontario Regulation 397/11
Under the Green Energy Act, 2009, Regulation 397/11 requires Ontario municipalities, to
develop, implement and report on energy conservation planning.
It requires municipalities to report annually on their energy use and identify their greenhouse
gas emissions beginning July 1, 2013. Municipalities will also have to develop a five-year
energy conservation and demand management plan by July 1, 2014.
OCWA can help you meet the requirements of Reg. 397/11and assist you to maintain your
annual compliance requirements.

Trust. It flows from experience & commitment.

Ontario Power Authority’s Conservation Fund
The OPA has funding available for many different conservation strategies, and one of
these strategies includes Energy Efficiency.
“Energy Efficiency occurs when customers reduce their electricity consumption but retain
a similar level of end-use service. Energy efficiency is the gain realized from using more
energy-efficient equipment, processes and buildings. When you link process changes
with energy efficient equipment, significant overall energy savings can be attained.”
— www.saveonenergy.ca

OCWA’s Role:
Let OCWA guide you through the steps required to secure available funding:
1. First, an Energy Audit would be conducted to evaluate your buildings and assets.
This is an Opportunity Analysis to understand what can be done. Energy Audits are
50% funded by the OPA and funding is based on the square footage of the facility.
An Energy Audit is an excellent tool to develop baseline energy consumption by reviewing hydro usage, completing an equipment inventory and creating a consumption profile.
2. Next, OCWA would conduct the Preliminary Engineering Study (PES), a focused
engineering review of specific energy conservation opportunities. The PES is
100% funded up to $10,000.
A PES defines the energy savings projects that are possible. It provides a list of
opportunities and the Return on Investment (ROI).
3. OCWA would then do a Detailed Engineering Study (DES), taking a defined project
from concept to final installation including establishing ROI. The DES is 100% funded
up to $50,000.
At the end of your DES you would have detailed design and costing, and equipment
identification. The procurement process would then begin and would include project
management and scheduling.
4. Capital Funding and Implementation is the final step. Funding is available for up to
70% of the project or the equivalent of one year’s payback, whichever is less.
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